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PAST PRESIDENTS

Maurice Toulmin 1938 – 1959 Denis Flather 1959 – 1967 Vacant 1967 – 1974
Denis Flather 1974 – 1989 Brian Midgley 1989 – 2007

President’s Notes

The BTRDA was very well represented at the Go Motorsport Live Event on the 7
th

July at
Silverstone. For a first event of its type it was excellent and it is to be repeated next year.  We
had two major stands as well as Club members participating in two further disciplines.

Duncan Stephens helped put on a superb show of Sporting Trials cars whilst Howard Wilcock
and Steve Gregg organised our Rally Stand.  Big thanks to Matt Edwards who brought his
Ford Fiesta down from North Wales and stayed for the day to talk to prospective competitors
and members.  We had a lot of current Autotesters in the Autotest demonstration which was a
real crowd puller as well as a few giving passenger rides in the AutoSolo demonstrations.
Despite it being one of the hottest days of the year I thought it was a great exhibition of grass
roots motorsport.  So well done to Jess Fack and the Go Motorsport Team at the MSA – more
please.

At Go Motorsport Live, Stuart Turner presented me with a gift which he had seen and bought
off the internet.  It was the original of our 1938 British Trial Drivers Association application for
membership which sets out the objects and qualification for membership of the Association, it
also gives us a list of our original members.  The membership fee was 10 shillings.  It is a
prized addition to our 75 years of history and many thanks to Stuart for finding it.

Many of our Championships are going down to the wire as hard fought as ever and
September/October sees a flurry of committee meetings to sort out next years regulations and
calendars.

Finally can I remind all members that our AGM and Awards Presentation Luncheon will be
held on Sunday 26

th
January 2014 at the National Motorcycle Museum near Birmingham

starting at 11.00 am for the AGM and 12.30 pm for the Awards Presentation.

Mike Broad

56 Heritage Court, Lichfield, Staffs. WS14 9ST
Email: mike.broad@live.co.uk

Sporting Trial Stand at
Go-Motorsport Live 7

th
July

Photo:  Duncan Stephens
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Championship Positions after Round 12 – Loughborough Car Club

Gold Star
1 Richard Pinkney Caterham 140
2 Dave Evans Blitz 2000 128
3 Paul Fobister Haigh Special 127
4 Stephen Morten Sylva Striker 118
5 Chris Chapman Sylva Striker 118
6 Lee Valentine Nova 1600 112
7 Ian Chapman Riot 110
8 Keith Walton Lowcost KW7 99
9 Roger Holder Mini Special 1380/ 87

Nova 1400
10 Malcolm Livingston Lindsay Special 86

Silver Star
1 Rob Rolston Mini 1380 66
2 Dave Cook Micra 63
3 Mike Biss MX 5 59
4 Brian Bridge Mini 1098 59
5 Kevin Hardwick Peugeot 205xs 1360 58

Bronze Star
1 Kevin Hardwick Peugeot 205xs 1360 58
2 Toby Cook Micra 54
3 Steven Haigh Mini Special 29
4 Bert Greenaway Bertone 26
5 John Waller Sylva Striker 18

CLASS A

1 Rob Rolston Mini 1380 68
2 Brian Bridge Mini 1098 54
3 David Goodlad Mini 31
4 Bob Budd Mini 1380 30
5 Anthony Preston Mini 1400 20
5 Dave Mosey Mini 1400 20

CLASS B
1 Lee Valentine Nova 1600 70
2 Dave Cook Micra 63
3 Toby Cook Micra 54
4 Roger Holder Nova 1400 47
5 Martin Burn Nova 17

CLASS C
1 Richard Pinkney Caterham 70
2 Stephen Morten Sylva Striker 63
3 Chris Chapman RAW Striker 1800 61
4 Ian Chapman Riot 58
5 Keith Walton Locost KW7 1600 53

CLASS D
1 Dave Evans Blitz 2000 66
2 Paul Fobister Haigh Special 66
3 Mike Sones Mini Special 1380 51
4 Duncan Wild ABS Special 49
5 Malcolm Livingston Lindsay Special 46

CLASS E
1 Kevin Hardwick Peugeot 205 xs 66
2 Mike Biss MX 5 65
3 Brian Sharpe Suzuki Ignis 17

CLASS H
1 Toby Cook Micra 70
2 Joe Sturdy Nova 19

CLASS L
1 Helen Perren Retrotester 1700 20

CLASS J
1 Dave Evans Blitz 2000 135
2 Paul Fobister Haigh Special 134
3 Stephen Morten Silva Striker 128
4 Ian Chapman Riot 125
5 Keith Walton Lowcost KW7 116

From the Hot Seat
Having just watched the Italian Grand Prix, now
for some proper Motor Sport, with (as I write)
still one round to go I can confirm that Richard
Pinkney is our 2013 Gold Star Champion.
Having contended less events in the first half of
the season this year, due to work and family
commitments involving a different sort of horse
power, dare I say that Richard managed a little
more control over his aggressive driving style,
which paid dividends, especially at the soggy
Owen event, and was a treat to watch. I
actually think that he got thorough less
gearboxes this year as well, although this may
be more due to a change of manufacture that
style! Well done Richard, a worthy BTRDA &

MSA Champion.

Following my disastrous predictions last year I
will say nothing about the Silver & Bronze Star
other than they both appear to be two horse
races and that the Classes seem to be all but
settled with the exception of D and J where
Paul Fobister and Dave Evans have their own
personal battle to play out at the Lancs &
Cheshire event. Having said that I must
mention Kevin Hardwick who currently leads
both the Bronze Star and the “Roadgoing”
Class in his Peugeot 205 a considerable feat
considering that he is also using the car for
AutoSOLOs and Sprints to contest the
Allrounders Championship.
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We unfortunately lost the Caernarvonshire and
Anglesey event at the end of June, due to lack
of entries, which was a great shame after the
organisers made a huge effort to find a new
site, but all other rounds have run, despite
having to make last minute appeals for
competitors. This has been quite a worrying
theme this year, with not only a reduced
Championship registration, but with less of the
contenders actively contesting the events. It is
quite understandable that in the current
economic climate, coupled with other demands,
we should see a few “regulars” fall by the
wayside, but what is more worrying is the lack
of new blood into our sport, I’ll leave the
statistics to Pete Cox, but the fact
that we have 25 competitors eligible
for the “over 55” class and, dare I
say, most are well qualified.

We gave a great deal of thought and
discussion to this issue at our last
Committee meeting, as has the
MSA Autotest Committee, and our
general conclusion is that there are
no longer the feeder tarmac based
Championships available for
newcomers to learn their trade
before stepping up to the Nation
Championship level. To this end we

have decided to develop a
“Beginners” level Autotest to offer
to the Regions based on simplified
layouts which have gates clearly
marked with the order in which
they should be attempted (as in
AutoSOLO) and their direction of
travel, which hopefully will help
competitor memorise the layout.
Our intention is to run a trial event
before the end of this year to
obtain feedback from organisers
and competitors alike. More
details of this will be posted on the
website once available. So far it
appears that the Regions are very
interested in our proposals.

Finally I would like to thank those
of you who have completed the Survey Monkey
questionnaires sent out after the events. This
has proved to be a valuable source of
information that we can pass on to our
organisers to praise them for what they do right
and, very rarely, to point out to them areas
where they can improve.  The intention is to
send out a general “end of season” one at the
end of the year to give us your thoughts on any
changes or comments you would like us to take
on board for 2014.  We will continue to use the
Survey Monkey system in 2014 and will modify
the questions based on your responses, so
please take a few minutes to reply.

Steve Layton

Richard Pinkney Photo: Nic Ayre

Toby Cook looking pleased with
his performance on the test
Photo: Peter Cox
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From the Pits
It was good to see the Autotest scene at close
quarters at the Loughborough CC round at the
now renamed Stobart A5 Truckstop, near
Rugby. I couldn’t get that “close” as I was a
Steward but thankfully there were no protests
and everybody had a good time. It was also
the final round of the MSA championship where
Richard Pinkney has finally picked up the well-
deserved title after being runner up several
times to the drivers from across the Irish Sea.
With the new scoring system still giving a
benefit to the top overall drivers the MSA
champion is still likely to be the FTD man (or
woman!). Richard only did 7 out of the 9 MSA
rounds and it was 6 FTDs and one second
overall, the last one being at the event. There
was the usual rebuild of the Pinkney Caterham
when a rear suspension bolt failed but there
was no panic and he was soon back out. 2013
has been a good year for Paul Fobister who
had been leading the MSA championship from
Dave Evans up until the final event having
done all the rounds. However, the pressure to
win can be high and a wrong test and penalty
early on didn’t settle the nerves. So, it was
runner up MSA spot for Paul which should be
regarded as just reward for his rapid driving of
the developed Haigh special with Dave taking
the last podium place. The Loughborough FTD
clinched the BTRDA Gold Star for Richard
whilst the BTRDA championship positions are
reversed for Paul and Dave with just one point

separating them after 11 of the 12 rounds. The
runner up for the BTRDA Gold Star wins the
Frank Livingston Memorial trophy and is
something well worth aiming for. The trophy
winner will be decided at the Lancs and
Cheshire event at the home of our sponsors,
Demon Tweeks, on the 29

th
September.  The

Silver Star winner will also be decided at the
final event where the current leader, Rob
Rolston, in his mini will have to watch the
performance of Roger Holder who could pip
him to the A C Westwood trophy and the more
important Silver Star. The only definite major
trophy winner is Kevin Hardwick in his Peugeot
205XS who has won the Ian Mantle trophy for
the Bronze Star championship. Runner up,
and eligible for the trophy next year, is the
young Toby Cook who has progressed
enormously in his first year of top class
autotesting. I’m afraid there will be no Bronze
Star for Kevin – at the moment. I do keep
suggesting it to the committee but have had no
success as yet. If you don’t succeed at first,
try, try ……….! I’m sure Kevin was rewarded
at the event by the performance of Jess Fack
who shared his Peugeot. Jess was after
Allrounder points and this was her first autotest.
Jess achieved her target and put up some
good times as well, not easy on tests which
had many manoeuvres in short distances. As
important, she didn’t beat the car’s owner! The
A5 Truckstop venue has taken on a new

configuration with the new owners,
Stobart, putting down individual white

Kevin Hardwick in action at the Loughborough

Autotest. Photo: Nic Ayre
A pensive looking Jess Fack receiving

advice from Kevin Hardwick.

Photo: Peter Cox
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lined bays for each lorry and the rows
separated by large wood edged stone beds.
The lines can only be a few inches wider than
the lorries and it was fascinating to see the
lorry drivers so expertly reverse their units into
the spaces. It was something I could never
master with the car trailer! Watching the
competitors do their bit of reversing and noting
down the time it took them to pass through two
lines alongside each over, a theory, or should I

say hypothesis, evolved that the time taken
was proportional to the age of the driver. Now
as always with a hypothesis there can be
exceptions and Richard Pinkney was by far the
quickest which just goes to show that,
sometimes, skill can overcome any age deficit.
A basis for the hypothesis could be that the
younger you are the more flexible you are and
turning the neck round 180 degrees does help
the rearwards vision and speed. I await other
reasons being put forward. On the topic of
age, it has always been difficult to define when
an autotest driver is at their prime. On the
other hand, I know of a few who are past it!

I finished up my last article with: “Overall, a
good 2013 so far. Let’s hope for a fine summer
of warm weather and hot competition.” I
reckon I got the both parts of hot right so let’s
now hope for an increase in numbers for 2014
and events well supported by competitors.

Peter Cox

Going SOLO

My last article said that we were only half way
through the season, but now we are already
nearly at the end with, as I write, only 3 more
events to run in both the Challenge and
Championship.  Unfortunately we lost 2 events,
Ilkley, due to a lack of entries and Dolphin
because of the sudden withdrawal of
permission from the MOD for the use of the site
due to an influx of troops, but all the other
events have been well supported and without
site issues. I trust that Clubs will not
experience the same issues in finding suitable
sites that has befallen Autotests, although in
theory the same venue should be capable of
hosting both.

As I implied last time, with 7 Class wins from 7
events, Kevin Belcher should comfortably take
home the Championship Trophy at the end of
the year but second place is still wide open with
Ian Harrison, Ben Heggs and Mike Biss all with
a chance and there is still a lot of driving to be
done before the Classes are settled. I am
delighted that all bar one of our 21
Championship entrants have competed so far
and as the “one” is our Championship sponsor,

Trevor Smith (Meath Engineering), he can be
forgiven.

The Challenge is a bit more complicated,
particularly as the “Final” at Knutsford counts
for double points. Dan Darkin looks the
favourite with maximum of 6 Class wins from 6
events, but Stephen Watts and Roger Barfield
can still catch him, and the Classes are wide
open, which is just what we want to see from a
hotly contested series.

This year the Autotest Championship has been
using the “Survey Monkey” system to gather
event reports from the competitors in order to
feedback comments, good and bad, to the
organisers to ensure a high standard of event
is maintained and it is our intention to introduce
this to AutoSOLO next year.  As a preview we
will be sending out an end of season
questionnaire to all registered entrants to get
comments on this year and any changes that
they would like to see introduced next, so if you
receive the link please take a few minutes to
complete it as your opinion is very important to
the BTRDA

®
.

Steve Layton

Mike Biss at the Loughborough Autotest.
Photo: Nic Ayre
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Roger Barfield 8B 7B C 9B 50B

Dan Darkin 10B 10B 10B 10B A 10B 60B

Andrew Dobrovolskis N

Stuart Eardley 7D C 21D

David Graves 8B 9B 8B E 8B 20A/32B

Sam Karangatha L 23B

Oliver Knight 8A L 14A

Graham Moore 9D 5D 9D 9C E 10C 45D/37C

Sean Pearce 6B 7B D 3B 37B

Ben Powers 8D 8D

Trevor Smith

Stephen Watts 10D 10D 55D

Meath Engineering (tools) Ltd
BTRDA® AutoSOLO Championship Provisional Scores

NAME 23-Jun-13 28-Jul-13 3-Aug-23 10-Aug-13 18-Aug-13 8-Sep-13
Best 8
Scores

Kevin Belcher 10C C 10C 70C

Mike Biss 10D 10D 10D 55D

Xavier Brooke A 10D

Arthur Chan 7D 10D 9D 51D

Owen Cule N 8D

Paul Dallyn 9A 10A 8A 53A

Nick Darkin 9B 9B 10B C 50B

Jess Fack 4B 17B

John Fox 10B E 7A/40B

Kevin Hardwick 5A

Ian Harrison 9E L 8E 61E

Stuart Harrison 8E 9E 54E

Ben Heggs 8B 9B 10B L 9B 59B

Roger Holder 9A/6D

Sam Holder E 1A

Trevor Smith

Mike Sones 6B 6B 8B D 20B

Dave Walker 5B 5B

Richard Yapp 6A 15A/6D

Jamie Yapp 10A 28A/9D

Jim Pullar 8A
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2014 Taking Shape Nicely”

The BTRDA Rallycross committee are working hard to put together a stand-alone Clubmans

Rallycross Championship in 2014. Plans are taking shape nicely and the Championship will put the

competitor at the heart of everything they do including; competitive entry fees, lots of track time and

events which are spread evenly throughout the year. There will be classes for two and four wheel

drive clubman cars with no restrictions on ages of cars. More information will be made available at

the Croft Rallycross event on 24
th

November.

The BTRDA are looking for potential class and championship sponsors to come on board for the

2014 season. Any interested parties should e mail; clubmansrallycross@yahoo.co.uk for more

information.

”BTRDA Rallyross on the Road”

The BTRDA Rallycross Championship has been represented at various shows throughout 2013

with the aim of raising the profile of “Clubman Rallycross”. On Saturday 21
st

September a static

display was at the biggest Rally show in the UK, Rally Day at Castle Combe in Wiltshire. Bill

Skermer was on hand to give out information and was joined by David Ewin’s Ford Fiesta EVO,

Barry Dutton’s Renault Megane, Ashley Davies Peugeot 205 GTI and John Lyne’s Hot Hatch

Citroen Saxo VTS

“New Clubmans Rallycross Website Launched”

A brand new Clubmans Rallycross website has been launched in conjunction with the BTRDA. This

website will be the main place to find out information on getting into the sport as well as any

Clubmans Rallycross events throughout the UK. More information on the event can be found on;

www.clubmansrallycross.weebly.com and www.BTRDA.com

Pembrey Action and the

Rally Day Stand

BTRDA
® Clubmans Rallycross Championship
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“Clubman drivers come out in force for

75th Anniversary Rallycross event”

With a little over 2 months to go until the 75
th

Anniversary Rallycross event at the Croft
Circuit on November 24

th
entries have now hit

50 cars (as of 5
th

September). With a
maximum entry of 64 cars being allowed there
are not many spaces on the grid left.

A great entry has been received so far with all
the main 2wd competitors in the UK coming
together to support this Clubman Rallycross
event. Some of the top drivers taking part
include; Mad Mark who is swapping his
Supercar for a rwd Ford Fiesta, recent British
Rallycross winner Stuart Emery in his Peugeot
206 Turbo and Gary Dixon in his Vauxhall
Astra.

In addition to Mad Mark, there are various other
current Supercar drivers who are swapping
their 4wd machinery for more modest 2wd cars.
These include; Simon Horton in his MG ZR and
Kevin McCann who will drive a rwd Ford
Escort.

Some of the best local drivers who will be
looking for a good result include; Mike Boak in
his Renault R5, Marty Hawkes in his brand new
Peugeot 206, Martin Peters Citroen Saxo and
Phil Chicken in his Super 1600 Spec Citroen
C2.

Proving that the event is popular with drivers
from every corner of the UK,
Kent based Mike Jones hopes to
have a good event in his

European Spec Super 1600 Citroen C2. This
event will be a test event prior to hitting some
British and European events in 2014. Some
other drivers travelling far to race at the event
include father and son duo Tudor and Ashley
Davies in their Ford Escort MK6 and Peugeot
205 MI16.

Any drivers who join the BTRDA in order to
compete in the event will have their
membership extended with an expiry date of
31

st
December 2014.

There is still advertising space available within
the event programme as well as sponsorship
opportunities also available for this event.
Tickets for the event can be bought on the
Croft Circuit website.

The event takes place at the Croft Race Circuit,
County Durham; www.CroftCircuit.co.uk with
the action starting at 9.30am.

For all the latest event information including an
entry list please check out the following
websites;

www.ClubmansRallycross.weebly.com and
www.Darlington-Motor-Club.org.uk

John Rook

Stop Press….

The event now

has a full

entry list

Croft Action
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LOW DOWN TORQUE
Surely it isn’t the autumn edition already? Hot
(and wet) on the heals of the penultimate
qualifying round, we have the Ernest Owen to
look forward to on 6

th
October before gathering

our thoughts, perhaps tinkering with our cars,
for the 2013 Grand Final Car Trial on 27

th

October.

News from the committee table include the
appointment of Dave Oliver as Championship
Awards Secretary – thank you so much Dave –
we know how busy you are already! We are
interested in the concept of ‘log cards’ to record
eligibility or potential safety matters. The idea is
that the card would travel with the car and be
available for inspection at subsequent events;
we would hope that matters previously brought
to the driver’s attention would have been
rectified. At the moment we envisage the
process as being voluntary, but, as always, we
welcome competitors’ feedback.

We noted that post-event eligibility checks have
not been carried out for quite some time. We

give notice that some checks may be carried
out at the Grand Final.

Thank you if you have taken a few moments to
submit the online “Survey Monkey” event
feedback reports. These are considered and
will be fed back to the clubs; don’t forget, they
are anonymous and provide useful information
upon which clubs might act to improve their
events.

Look out for a short survey we hope to conduct
through the online system to gather current
thinking on a number of perennial questions:
amalgamation of classes; the index system;
mandatory carrying of passengers; timed tests;
Championship scoring / Grand Final to
determine winners? Not an exhaustive list and
if you would like to submit further matters
please let me know by mid October.

Good luck for the remainder of the season.

Neil Mackay

neil.mackay.home@btinternet.com

The Golden Springs Cal Trial - Woolbridge Motor Club - 3rd March 2013

Writing a report about this event will be a
simple affair, there being only 5 BTRDA
Championship entries and all of these were in
Class 1. There’s a good reason for that. I
could have used the newly acquired Westfield

in Class 3, Duncan could have used his Nova
in Class 2 or his Dutton in Class 4, but we both
knew that we would be on our own in those
classes; not much fun or use for Championship

points.

So in the preceding
week, we chatted and
decided the best thing
was to make up a
Class 1. Duncan
borrowing Roger
Trevaskis’s Micra and
me borrowing my wife
Judy’s Clio. (I had to
buy her a brand new
pair of tyres for the
privilege!). There was
then four, Duncan, me
and Chris Judge and
Dave Walker. We
needed another. Over
a meal the night
before I ‘persuaded’
Mike Jones to do a

Dave Oliver and Ollie the Imp in action
on the Warwickshire Trial in May
Photo: Duncan Stephens
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double drive with me in the Clio (don’t tell
Judy). He didn’t take much persuading.

I recall the weather was OK. The ground was
wet from recent rain, but it was dry on the day.
The venue was the usual Hog Cliff Hill in
Dorset and there were to be 4 rounds of 8 hills.
Round 1 saw Duncan jump into a fine lead on
17, followed by me on 30 and Mike Jones on
32. He was too close for comfort – in my
(wife’s) car! Chris and Dave were respectively
only a couple of points further adrift. Round two
and me and Mike were each on 10, one better
than Duncan. Round three, and Duncan had a
clear round. Worryingly though, Mike scored 1
to my 4, so he was now 1 ahead of me! Had I
been hoist by my own petard? – persuading
him to drive, then having him beat me?

On the fourth and final round, it was my turn for
the clear round, with Duncan on 6 after a
mistake on hill 1, and Mike on 8 thankfully,
allowing me to get ahead of him again.

So, as you may have deduced, Duncan
Stephens won overall, I won the class and Mike
Jones, Dave Walker and Chris Judge were 3

rd,

4
th

and 5
th

in class.

As I always say, it’s not a bad trial, it’s just a
shame more Championship people don’t take
that trip out in early March to compete. There
were about 30 competitors in the Clubman’s
section running in parallel, so there is scope for
more to do the main event.

Barrie Parker

Wye Valley Car Trial 23
rd

June 2013

A new venue for this year’s Wye Valley, almost
in Alastair Moffatt’s garden, by all accounts.
We were in picturesque Gloucestershire at
Pauntley, near Newent. We, and the
organisers, were blessed with dry weather for
the event, much to everyone’s relief. The
sections utilised 1½ valleys (that’s Neil-speak
for 3 slopes in 2 valleys) and offered a variety
of gradient and natural features.

The four main classes were remarkably well
balanced for numbers (7 or 8 apiece) and were
supplemented by Class 8 for 2 classic-
prepared trials cars. The class 1 winner was
using his compact but powerful Lupo, well
suited to the dry conditions and gradients. Nick
Pollitt had a modest lead over Andy Baverstock
(Saxo) at lunch but revelled in the afternoon’s
conditions to finish 3

rd
overall. Andy was

holding off a mini competition amongst the
remainder of the class, best of whom was Mark
Hoppe in a Micra.

Using the championship-winning Nova
borrowed from brother John, Alastair Moffatt
equally dominated class 2 ahead of a couple of
AX’s and then Dave Walker (Corsa) keeping
ahead of a variety of cars – Golf, Starlet,
Panda.

Turning to the rwd class 3, some low scores
were anticipated from the Imps of Oliver,
Moffatt and Courts. Oh! Come on – Dave
Harvey enjoyed one of his better days, too!
The half-time score from Olly the Imp Dave (3)
was a clue as to who might win the class and
indeed he went on to a final penalty of 7, 15
ahead of Bill Moffatt.

Could anyone better Dave’s 7? Well, yes.
Driving his Melos, Duncan Stephens achieved
a mere 5 for the day, beating off strong
competition from Brian Roberts (Dutton) with
just 12. Duncan’s score understandably gave
him the highest podium position; another hard-
earned win from the 2013 MSA Car Trials
Champion.

Mention must be made of the Cannon and Troll
in the hands and feet of Stuart Bartlett and Tris
White. These rather aged cars remain
competitive amongst much more modern
machinery and, of course, are simply
fascinating cars to behold!

Thank you to Simon, Angela and the team from
Ross and District Motor Sports for another
super event and the brave use of a new site
hitherto new to trials.

Neil Mackay
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Cymru Trial – North Wales Car Club – 20
th

July 2013

Having achieved some notable success in
Autotesting and Auto-Solos, I wanted to try my
hand at a new discipline.  John Moffatt offered
me a double-drive in his Nova and I got the
bug!  Shortly after this event, I added another
Toyota Starlet to the Cranmore Garage fleet -
thanks must go to Martin Mackenzie for
completing various modifications.  At the time, I
had no idea that Car Trials would be so
frustrating – trickling is a real art!  Thankfully,
over the last couple of seasons, I have
received some helpful advice from fellow
competitors, particularly Simon Harris who
kindly offered to double-drive with me at the
Kidderminster Trial – he certainly imparted
some helpful advice.

With my wife as my bouncer, we have enjoyed
some reasonable results but we had our real
break-through at the Cymru Car Trial in July
2013, with our first class win and overall win.  It
was a challenge getting the car from the trailer

park to the start of the event – that deserved a
zero!

We were leading the class with Duncan
Stephens after the first round and pulled ahead
by 2 points after the second round – we just
needed to repeat the performance in the
afternoon!  On the last round, we got a little bit
nervous with numerous car trial champions hot
on our heels but didn’t buckle under the
pressure and maintained the gap, winning by 2
points and taking the overall win.  The
conditions were dry and the layout of the hills
seemed to suit my driving style; all in all it was
a very satisfying result!

One thing that I like about Car Trials is having
Emma alongside me providing encouragement
and direction on occasions!   Car Trials is
certainly a fun team event and the right
passenger helps.  A special thank you must go
to my bouncer!

Roger Holder

HCC WALES- BTRDA/MSA Car Trials Championship –

Clwyd Vale Car Club – 21
st

July 2013

Following on from the previous days action on
the second “Welsh Weekend” of the year, the
Trialling entourage or is it circus? travelled to
the recently revised venue in the Dyserth Hills.
Another fine day in prospect weather-wise in
this unusually arid summer in the UK. The site
set up by the tireless and enduring efforts of
Pete Dale and team had the task on keeping
the best cars from cleaning all the hills with
such dry and hard conditions.

A superb entry again with 30+ cars competing
ensured a competitive event on all fronts.
Largest classes being 1&2 both with 10 drivers
in each made sure it was going to be a tough
call for whoever came out on top.

Class 1 was to be a tussle between Dave
Alman in the Saxo and a visiting Henry Kitching
venturing out of Yorkshire in his Corsa.
However it was a close run battle with John
Waddington splitting them at lunch time with
only a single point separating them.

Class 2 was a return to form Les Andrew in his
ageing but agile Peugeot 104ZS. After
narrowly losing the class on the previous day

with brain fade, he was in sparkling form with
the ever entertaining Rupert North following
closely in his mini. At halfway Les was up by 3
to Rupert with Dave Oliver close behind in his
205 waiting to pounce.

In Class3 Barrie Parker was again giving the
imps a run for their money with two completely
clear rounds before lunch which meant Pete
Dale had to be imaginative to stop these cars
later on.

Class 4, the smallest class on this occasion
making it a self challenge for Kevin Roberts’
Dutton who also posted clear rounds before
lunch.

At the finish following a near miss the previous
day Les Andrew finally got his act together with
both car and driver working in harmony for
once to secure a long overdue 1

st
overall after

an 8 year dry spell of MSA Trophies. Rupert
North inherited 1st in Class 2 and Dave Oliver
following up in order as at the lunch halt.

Class 1 saw Dave Alman hold on to his lead to
win the class with Henry Kitching working hard
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double drive with me in the Clio (don’t tell
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rd,

4
th

and 5
th
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to overhaul John Waddington to secure 2
nd

in
class in a close fought battle with a tie for 3

rd

between John Waddington and Gareth
Williams in his Peugeot 106.

Barrie Parker won class 3 following an
uncharacteristic error by Bill Moffat in the Imp
and Class 4 as expected won by Kevin

Roberts’ Dutton with a massive total of 4 marks
lost all day!

In summary a really entertaining and
competitive event blessed with dry warm
weather, an unusual bonus after so many wet
and windy trials in the Welsh Hills.

Les Andrew

Gaby Mohr – Wolverhampton & South Staffs Car Club – 8
th

September

With 31 Entries in NAT B and 6 in the
CLUBMANS section which had a grid of young
talent in which was rewarding to see . The site
was dry underneath with overnight rain on top,
this made traction on thick grass tricky. At
lunchtime scores for Class1 Gareth Williams on
40, Henry Kitching on 43 with Nico Pollit on 49
!!!!!!! still close. Class 2 was lead by Rupert
North on 26 with Neil Mackay 30 and Les
Andrews on 32. Ray Jacobs had put some
demon new tyres on his car, and pronounced
the manufactures name something like Cra-p.
He changed back to old ones at lunch. Also at
this point Les’ diff cried enough, so Les loaded
up whilst it still had some drive left.

Class 3 Had 4 entries Jeff Buchanan was a
none starter. Battle commenced between
Barrie Parker and myself I was on 14 and
Barrie 15 at midday.

Class 4 Had 5 entries headed by Duncan
Stephens and the Roberts brothers. D S was
leading on 6 to Kevin 27 and Brian 32.

With rain coming in we all wanted to get on.
The rain came in sharp showers, but did not

ruin the sections which were challenging for all
the different classes.

With 4 rounds completed the results look like
this .

Class 1 Nico drove into the lead on 73, Henry K
2nd on 82, Gareth W 3rd on 86

Class 2 Rupert N had the best score of any F
W D on51, 2nd Neil M on 60 and a recovering
Ray J on74 for 3rd spot .

Class 3 Steve C managed to keep ahead of
Barrie for the class on 22, Barrie P 2nd on 25.
Phew close !! and no Dave Oliver. Dave
Harvey ended the day on 40 after a steady run
and some good climbs .

Class 4 What is there to say, the lad has done
it again Duncan S took overall victory on total
of 14 marks lost, Kevin Roberts inherited 1st on
47 and John Ludford came through to grab 2nd
in class

All had a brilliant day, bottles of wine were
presented to winners, the weather came in all,
got soaked then we went home.

Cheers Steve

Nick Pollitt on the
Warwickshire Trial
Photos: Duncan Stephens
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Scorer's Snippets
Kevin and Brian Roberts are continuing their
success in the Bronze Star

®
championship, and

have a healthy lead to take to the Grand Final
whatever happens at the last qualifying event.
David Allman, Trevor Clarke and Roger Holder
are still in with a shout – especially if reliability
becomes an issue at the Final.  It’s amazing
how fickle trialling can become – and how
fortunes change.  David Allman won his class
with ten competitors in North Wales in July - a
great first win!  Next event in September, and
it’s nearly last with 10th from 12 starters.
Strange old game.

Bill Moffatt has had a good summer and now

has more points to take to the Final than Tim
Beard in the Silver Star

®
championship.  Dave

Walker is still in contention, with Dave Harvey
and Jeff Buchanan not far behind.

We have nineteen qualifiers for the Grand Final
on 27th October – and this will be at Ross and
District’s Putley site with a Cotswold Clubmans
event running alongside.

The championship scores will be on the
BTRDA website – usually updated by noon the
day after an event.  They are also displayed at
most events – the ones I go to anyway!
Alternatively, I can e-mail you a copy if so
desired.

Simon Harris
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Barrie Parker G 8 9 10 8 81 N/A Q

Duncan Stephens G 10 10 9 10 79 N/A Q

Dave Oliver G 10 10 0 8 66 N/A Q

Nick Pollitt G 10 10 10 57 N/A Q

Les Andrew G 5 7 10 0 53 N/A Q

Steve Courts G 9 8 9 42 N/A Q

Neil Mackay G 0 4 9 29 N/A Q

Bill Moffatt S 7 9 10 9 42 42 Q

Tim Beard S 8 7 7 6 4 45 36 Q

Dave Walker S 3 7 8 3 6 38 32 Q

Jeff Buchanan S 6 3 5 4 31 26 Q

Dave Harvey S 6 7 7 26 26 Q

Adrian Read S 9 6 21

Simon Harris S 7 *9* 13

Mike Stephens S 9

Brian Roberts B 9 9 10 8 7 52 45 Q

Kevin Roberts B 8 8 8 9 9 68 44 Q

David Allman B 7 5 6 10 1 42 36 Q

Roger Holder B 4 5 10 7 39 35 Q

Trevor Clarke B 4 8 0 7 36 34 Q

John Wadsworth B 4 7 3 26 23 Q

Martin Mackenzie B 1 3 3 4 23 22 Q

Chris Judge B 18

Mike Jones B 8

Howard Blackwell B 7

Bob Williams B 1 3
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REIS BTRDA Allrounders Championship

Provisional Overall Scores to 11
th

September 2013
Name Score Grp Score Group Score Group Score Group Score Group Score Group TOTAL

Duncan Stephens 16.00 A 16.00 A 18.46 B 18.67 B 17.33 E 17.78 E 104.24

Roger Holder 17.50 A 17.14 A 15.38 B 18.18 B 16.36 G 16.00 G 100.56

John Fox 13.33 A 15.00 A 14.29 F 17.65 F 17.78 G 18.00 G 96.05

Martin MacKenzie 10.00 A 8.89 A 12.31 B 10.00 B 5.45 G 4.00 G 50.65

Jess Fack 5.00 A 12.00 E 11.43 E 3.33 F 6.00 G 3.33 G 41.09

Jamie Yapp 18.67 F 18.82 F 17.50 G 18.00 G 72.99

Matt Beebe 11.43 C* 18.71 D 16.84 D 46.98

Nick Pollitt 18.18 B 18.46 B 10.00 G 46.64

Richard Yapp 13.33 F 14.12 F 8.24 G 10.00 G 45.69

Xavier Brooke 16.00 F 15.56 F 12.00 G 43.56

Adrian Read 5.00 A 10.91 B 13.33 B 13.33 G 42.57

Trevor Clarke 4.00 A 16.36 B 14.55 B 34.91

Kevin Hardwick 10.00 A 13.33 A 9.09 G 32.42

Dave Walker 11.11 B 14.55 B 5.00 G 30.66

Connor Corkill 18.33 D 12.00 D 30.33

Duncan Wild 12.00 A 16.67 A 28.67

Stuart Perren 8.89 A 11.11 A 20.00

Brian Sharpe 8.00 A 6.67 A 3.33 G 18.00

Jon Ballinger 17.14 C 17.14

Jim Pullar 9.23 B 6.67 G 15.90

Siôn Matthews 14.00 B 14.00

Helen Perren 4.44 A 6.67 A 11.11

Richard Egger 6.67 A 6.67

Pat Egger 3.33 A 3.33

Lee Matthews rtd C 0.00

A - Autotest B - Car Trials C - Forest Rally D - Asphalt Rally

E – Sporting Trials F - Speed G – AutoSOLO * Indicates Rally Co-driver
Names in italics indicates Davijon score

ALLROUNDERS – THREE QUARTERS WAY ROUND

The old saying “Time flies when you’re having
fun” brings to mind that our Allrounders
championship is nearly at its end for this year.
The last News had six months of championship
events to go, including speed in group F, for
you to collect valuable points.  At this copy date
for our News some of the BTRDA
championships are close to being over. As you
may well be reading this at the end of
September, Autotest have one event left,
Autosolo two, Car trials one before their final,
Asphalt rally one, Forest rally one with one for
the MSA English rally championship. But if
Sporting trials are your interest then there are
six available for you to pick up points.  So for
Allrounders your available events are running
out, with possibly that end of season feeling

creeping in. Our provisional current points
leaders are Duncan Stephens with 104.26,
closely followed by Roger Holder on 100.56
and third John Fox on 96.05. That’s a
difference of 3.68 between Duncan and Roger,
with just 4.51 between Roger and John.  Martin
MacKenzie is our fourth qualifier with Jess
Fack in fifth spot with points from four
disciplines.  More about them all in the next
issue but we do congratulate Roger Holder for
winning the “CYMRU” Car trial, his very first
Car Trial overall, so claiming good points and
demonstrating his skill on grass.

We are delighted to report that all our
contenders this year have competed on at least
one event.
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Siôn Matthews 14.00 B 14.00

Helen Perren 4.44 A 6.67 A 11.11

Richard Egger 6.67 A 6.67

Pat Egger 3.33 A 3.33

Lee Matthews rtd C 0.00
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ALLROUNDERS – THREE QUARTERS WAY ROUND

The old saying “Time flies when you’re having
fun” brings to mind that our Allrounders
championship is nearly at its end for this year.
The last News had six months of championship
events to go, including speed in group F, for
you to collect valuable points.  At this copy date
for our News some of the BTRDA
championships are close to being over. As you
may well be reading this at the end of
September, Autotest have one event left,
Autosolo two, Car trials one before their final,
Asphalt rally one, Forest rally one with one for
the MSA English rally championship. But if
Sporting trials are your interest then there are
six available for you to pick up points.  So for
Allrounders your available events are running
out, with possibly that end of season feeling

creeping in. Our provisional current points
leaders are Duncan Stephens with 104.26,
closely followed by Roger Holder on 100.56
and third John Fox on 96.05. That’s a
difference of 3.68 between Duncan and Roger,
with just 4.51 between Roger and John.  Martin
MacKenzie is our fourth qualifier with Jess
Fack in fifth spot with points from four
disciplines.  More about them all in the next
issue but we do congratulate Roger Holder for
winning the “CYMRU” Car trial, his very first
Car Trial overall, so claiming good points and
demonstrating his skill on grass.

We are delighted to report that all our
contenders this year have competed on at least
one event.
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John Fox is quoted in the Autumn issue MSA
Magazine article IS MODERN MOTOR SPORT
TOO SPECIFIC by Dan Prosser. “I can
improve as a driver much more quickly if I try
different types of motorsport. Some of the skills
I learn on grass in trials, for example, help me
to be quicker on wet tarmac.” The article
concludes, “The inter-discipline-professional
driver may be a thing of the past, but that
should not deter to-days competitors - elite or
clubman from trying their hand at something a
little different.”  The article makes good
reading, and is just what our Allrounders
Championship is, experience the other sports
at club level.

In the same MSA Magazine there are
photographs of past Allrounders - in the
“Wigton Motor Club” article - Angela
Jones/Wille Jarman on a rally stage.

There is also an interesting article “LETS TRY
CAR TRIALS”. All good for club motorsport
competitors. Motorsport is not just Formula
One.

Back to qualifying.  In the remaining weeks we
expect a few more to complete their six events
to qualify for Awards at the end of the year.
There are just a few sprints and hillclimbs into
October.

The highest placed Rally competitor is Matt
Beebe (driving and co-driving), who has
endured a difficult season with his MG ZR
which surely must be feeling tired after all the
hard events it has been in over the last few
years. This years new entrant to our
championship Connor Corkill, from the Isle of

Man and also entered in the Asphalt
championship, did the Mewla rally on Eppynt (I
remember it well!!) in a Subaru to good effect
and added useful points, but will not qualify for
our championship this year. Hey, next year
maybe.  Good to see that Jon Ballenger dusted
off the trusty Manta for a successful ride on the
Woodpecker.  Sion (driving and co-driving) and
Lee Matthews have been troubled with
retirements on their Forest rally exploits.

Jamie Yapp and John Fox finished a fine first
and second in a class of 16 at the MGCC
Sprint in August so well done to them both.
Jamie’s 18.82 seems to be the best individual
score of the year ...... so far.

During the last few months Jan and I have
been out on Tarmac Hillclimb events assisting
our friend John with his big Pilbeam single
seater car. A number of BTRDA members
have been to see us working (or not!) and
watch this type of motorsport on one of their
sport’s days off. It was good to see Autotest,
Rally and Sporting and Car trialers taking the
time to see other sports and enjoying the day
away from their main events.

We have some BIG events coming up in
Motorsport - November 14th is the start of
Wales Rally GB, from Conwy Castle, finishing
at Llandudno on the seafront on the 17th. All
the details of Forest and Stately Homes venues
can be found on MSA web sites and in the
Motoring press. Look out for BTRDA members
on the event as there is to be a National Rally
using the same route and facilities as the main
International.

For BTRDA there is our additional special
75th Anniversary Rallycross event on
November 24th at Croft Race circuit Nr
Darlington. This is also the event prior to
the return of a full BTRDA Rallycross
championship in 2014.

There is soon to be a questionnaire
circulated to all contenders.   We are
looking to see some interesting and
constructive remarks.

Whatever the weather, enjoy your sport.

Phil D

John Ballinger/Mike Wilding
Woodpecker Stages
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REIS BTRDA Allrounders Championship

Provisional Overall Scores to 11
th

September 2013
Name Score Grp Score Group Score Group Score Group Score Group Score Group TOTAL

Duncan Stephens 16.00 A 16.00 A 18.46 B 18.67 B 17.33 E 17.78 E 104.24

Roger Holder 17.50 A 17.14 A 15.38 B 18.18 B 16.36 G 16.00 G 100.56

John Fox 13.33 A 15.00 A 14.29 F 17.65 F 17.78 G 18.00 G 96.05

Martin MacKenzie 10.00 A 8.89 A 12.31 B 10.00 B 5.45 G 4.00 G 50.65

Jess Fack 5.00 A 12.00 E 11.43 E 3.33 F 6.00 G 3.33 G 41.09

Jamie Yapp 18.67 F 18.82 F 17.50 G 18.00 G 72.99

Matt Beebe 11.43 C* 18.71 D 16.84 D 46.98

Nick Pollitt 18.18 B 18.46 B 10.00 G 46.64

Richard Yapp 13.33 F 14.12 F 8.24 G 10.00 G 45.69

Xavier Brooke 16.00 F 15.56 F 12.00 G 43.56

Adrian Read 5.00 A 10.91 B 13.33 B 13.33 G 42.57

Trevor Clarke 4.00 A 16.36 B 14.55 B 34.91

Kevin Hardwick 10.00 A 13.33 A 9.09 G 32.42

Dave Walker 11.11 B 14.55 B 5.00 G 30.66

Connor Corkill 18.33 D 12.00 D 30.33

Duncan Wild 12.00 A 16.67 A 28.67

Stuart Perren 8.89 A 11.11 A 20.00

Brian Sharpe 8.00 A 6.67 A 3.33 G 18.00

Jon Ballinger 17.14 C 17.14

Jim Pullar 9.23 B 6.67 G 15.90

Siôn Matthews 14.00 B 14.00

Helen Perren 4.44 A 6.67 A 11.11

Richard Egger 6.67 A 6.67

Pat Egger 3.33 A 3.33

Lee Matthews rtd C 0.00

A - Autotest B - Car Trials C - Forest Rally D - Asphalt Rally

E – Sporting Trials F - Speed G – AutoSOLO * Indicates Rally Co-driver
Names in italics indicates Davijon score

ALLROUNDERS – THREE QUARTERS WAY ROUND

The old saying “Time flies when you’re having
fun” brings to mind that our Allrounders
championship is nearly at its end for this year.
The last News had six months of championship
events to go, including speed in group F, for
you to collect valuable points.  At this copy date
for our News some of the BTRDA
championships are close to being over. As you
may well be reading this at the end of
September, Autotest have one event left,
Autosolo two, Car trials one before their final,
Asphalt rally one, Forest rally one with one for
the MSA English rally championship. But if
Sporting trials are your interest then there are
six available for you to pick up points.  So for
Allrounders your available events are running
out, with possibly that end of season feeling

creeping in. Our provisional current points
leaders are Duncan Stephens with 104.26,
closely followed by Roger Holder on 100.56
and third John Fox on 96.05. That’s a
difference of 3.68 between Duncan and Roger,
with just 4.51 between Roger and John.  Martin
MacKenzie is our fourth qualifier with Jess
Fack in fifth spot with points from four
disciplines.  More about them all in the next
issue but we do congratulate Roger Holder for
winning the “CYMRU” Car trial, his very first
Car Trial overall, so claiming good points and
demonstrating his skill on grass.

We are delighted to report that all our
contenders this year have competed on at least
one event.
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difference of 3.68 between Duncan and Roger,
with just 4.51 between Roger and John.  Martin
MacKenzie is our fourth qualifier with Jess
Fack in fifth spot with points from four
disciplines.  More about them all in the next
issue but we do congratulate Roger Holder for
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John Fox is quoted in the Autumn issue MSA
Magazine article IS MODERN MOTOR SPORT
TOO SPECIFIC by Dan Prosser. “I can
improve as a driver much more quickly if I try
different types of motorsport. Some of the skills
I learn on grass in trials, for example, help me
to be quicker on wet tarmac.” The article
concludes, “The inter-discipline-professional
driver may be a thing of the past, but that
should not deter to-days competitors - elite or
clubman from trying their hand at something a
little different.”  The article makes good
reading, and is just what our Allrounders
Championship is, experience the other sports
at club level.

In the same MSA Magazine there are
photographs of past Allrounders - in the
“Wigton Motor Club” article - Angela
Jones/Wille Jarman on a rally stage.

There is also an interesting article “LETS TRY
CAR TRIALS”. All good for club motorsport
competitors. Motorsport is not just Formula
One.

Back to qualifying.  In the remaining weeks we
expect a few more to complete their six events
to qualify for Awards at the end of the year.
There are just a few sprints and hillclimbs into
October.

The highest placed Rally competitor is Matt
Beebe (driving and co-driving), who has
endured a difficult season with his MG ZR
which surely must be feeling tired after all the
hard events it has been in over the last few
years. This years new entrant to our
championship Connor Corkill, from the Isle of

Man and also entered in the Asphalt
championship, did the Mewla rally on Eppynt (I
remember it well!!) in a Subaru to good effect
and added useful points, but will not qualify for
our championship this year. Hey, next year
maybe.  Good to see that Jon Ballenger dusted
off the trusty Manta for a successful ride on the
Woodpecker.  Sion (driving and co-driving) and
Lee Matthews have been troubled with
retirements on their Forest rally exploits.

Jamie Yapp and John Fox finished a fine first
and second in a class of 16 at the MGCC
Sprint in August so well done to them both.
Jamie’s 18.82 seems to be the best individual
score of the year ...... so far.

During the last few months Jan and I have
been out on Tarmac Hillclimb events assisting
our friend John with his big Pilbeam single
seater car. A number of BTRDA members
have been to see us working (or not!) and
watch this type of motorsport on one of their
sport’s days off. It was good to see Autotest,
Rally and Sporting and Car trialers taking the
time to see other sports and enjoying the day
away from their main events.

We have some BIG events coming up in
Motorsport - November 14th is the start of
Wales Rally GB, from Conwy Castle, finishing
at Llandudno on the seafront on the 17th. All
the details of Forest and Stately Homes venues
can be found on MSA web sites and in the
Motoring press. Look out for BTRDA members
on the event as there is to be a National Rally
using the same route and facilities as the main
International.

For BTRDA there is our additional special
75th Anniversary Rallycross event on
November 24th at Croft Race circuit Nr
Darlington. This is also the event prior to
the return of a full BTRDA Rallycross
championship in 2014.

There is soon to be a questionnaire
circulated to all contenders.   We are
looking to see some interesting and
constructive remarks.

Whatever the weather, enjoy your sport.

Phil D

John Ballinger/Mike Wilding
Woodpecker Stages
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EVERYTHING TO PLAY FOR!…

Following the REIS – Get Connected MSA
Asphalt Rally Championship’s first trip to the
Wexford Stages Rally since 2004, just two
rounds remain and there are a number of
drivers still in the hunt for the coveted title.
However, it is already obvious that the battle
will go right down to the wire!

A maximum score in Wexford – his second of
the season – put Damian Cole (Ford Focus
WRC) back into the lead of the Drivers’
Championship, but only by four points from
Steve Simpson (Subaru Impreza WRC) who
finished just behind the defending champion in
Ireland.

Both Cole and Simpson will sit out the Patriot
Stages, at Caerwent, before returning for the
grand finale on the Cheviot Keith Knox Stages
Rally on Otterburn in October. Only then will
we know who has won the coveted title for
2013. In addition to these two, providing that
he scores well on the final two events, Paul
Bird (Ford Focus WRC) could move to the top
and, as an outside bet (and taking into account
any points scored on the Cheviot will be subject
to a 1.25 coefficient), John Indri could make
history by becoming the first driver this century
to win the title in a two-wheel drive car – in his
case a Darrian T90 GTR….

Then, of course, as the pieces of the jigsaw
begin to fall into place, the recipients of both
runners-up and 3

rd
places will become known,

as will the corresponding award-winning Co-
drivers. Starting as he meant to continue with
a win on the opening round on Epynt, Patrick

Walsh has led this category right from the off
and, now there is really only Brian Cammack
who could possibly deny him victory, but
stranger things have happened!...

The Millington Rear-Wheel Drive Challenge
seems to have struck a chord with competitors
this year and, of course, all the very potent
Darrians and Escorts are eligible for points.
John Indri’s T90 GTR tops the table, but the
Escort MkII of second-placed Simon Mauger
has a score in hand which could alter the
situation before close of play in October.
Washington James’ 100% finishing record went
down the swanny when his Darrian rolled out of
the Mewla Rally, while Ashley Field’s similar
car also registered a DNF on Epynt after an
unfortunate accident in service injured one of
his mechanics. Fortunately, the problems were
not as bad as first thought and the gentleman
in question was present in Wexford a fortnight
later helping Ashley overcome a fraught
weekend – car this time, not personnel! – to
finish 4

th
overall and claim maximum Millington

points.

Meanwhile, although out of the running for
back-to-back wins, 2012 RWD Champions
Richard Felgate/Mark Mason travelled across
to Ireland with their BMW M3, only to retire on
the way to the first stage with suspension
failure. Whoops!

In the battle for FWD honours, Matt
Beebe/Paula Swinscoe have had a fraught time
in their quest to repeat last year’s victory. On
the one hand, their MG ZR 190 has scored

maximum points every time it has
finished an event but, on the other,
there have been three retirements
along the way. So, it’s looking likely
that, in addition to hanging on to their
AB Motorsport Peugeot 205
Challenge title, Tim Daltry/Emma
Morrison will be able to add the FWD
category to their arsenal this time.
Oh, and Class B11 could be heading
in the same direction as well. Better
hire a van for the Awards Evening,

Howard Moore/Kari Bosworth
Mewla Rally
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Registered in England No. 02135730 Registered Office: Plantation Place,

30 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 3AD
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority

What REIS can do for you...
Rally cars, service vehicles, classic and sports

cars for the road and competition use.

Motorhomes, trailers, tools and spares insurance, 

for the road, storage and transit.

Motorsport motortrade, motortrade, combined 
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companies, promoters, clubs and individuals.
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Howard Moore/Kari Bosworth
Mewla Rally
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then!...

What a difference a year makes! In 2012 Rob
Tout/Dan Holley hardly put a foot wrong and
dominated Group N in their Mitsubishi Lancer
EVO9. This time, they have been faced with a
totally different scenario – they were lulled into
a false sense of security with a maximum score
on the first round but, since then, four
consecutive retirements have served to ruin
their season. Indeed, the first six rounds
produced five different winners of Class N4,
Chris Rice being the only driver to triumph
twice. Julian Barnett currently leads the pack,
but Rice is still handily placed to come back at
him!...

Alex Laffey/Jack Morton began the season with
a new car – a Fiesta S2000. Understandably
cautious to start with, as their familiarity grew,
so the results started to come. 10

th
on the

Tyneside Stages was followed up by 6
th

overall
in Wexford, beaten only by three World Rally
Cars and two Darrian T90 GTRs. The pair now
have five maximums in Class A7 to their credit
and will finish the season with a full-house.

Fuchs Titan Race has put up an end-of-season
award of £500 worth of product for the winning
1400cc car to use in its 2014 campaign.
Having finished all five events it has so far
started, the winner is…. the Lotus Elise of
Howard Moore/Sasha Heriot which, in spite of
refusing to start on both mornings in Wexford,
went on to take the ‘Best Improvement on
Seeding’ on the event as well – starting at 115,
it finished 44

th
!

There’s a battle brewing in Class B10 (up to
1600cc) with Dale & Marc Clatworthy
(Toyota Corolla), Craig Jose/Nigel Hewett

(Peugeot 205) and Darren & Sue Underwood
(Vauxhall Nova) all in with a chance of pinching
top spot. Each crew has only contested three
rounds to date and can, therefore, count
whatever points they earn on the final two.

Any one of the current Top Six drivers in Class
B13 could, theoretically, end up as champion.
A trio of Imprezas lead, in the hands of Adrian
Spencer/Mark Hewitt, Neal Arden/Giles Corbett
and Chris Daykin/Dan Megannity, with Bob
Fowden’s similar car sandwiched in between
the Lancer EVO5 of Chris Marshall/Simon
Hunter and Simon Chapman/Michael Calvert’s
Metro 6R4. Chapman almost took his first
Championship victory on last year’s Cheviot,
eventually finishing second to a hard-charging
John Indri. A similar result – or one better! –
would do his standing in the points a power of
good!

So, it isn’t just the top runners who are
embroiled in a battle for supremacy – there are
similar situations throughout the whole entry
and it makes for one of the most competitive
Asphalt Championships for years!

Further details of the REIS – Get Connected
MSA Asphalt Rally Championship are available
from the Coordinator :

Andrew Haill – Tel : 0121 313 1416/E-mail :
andrew.haill@btconnect.com OR By visiting the
Championship website :
www.asphaltrallying.com

ANDREW HAILL

Julian Barnett/Chris Williams
Mewla Rally Photo: John Kendrick

Ashley Field/Gary McElhinney
Wexford Rally
Photo: John Kendrick
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Championship Positions Following Round

Overall Positions

Drivers 143 Co-Drivers

1 Damian Cole 139 1 Patrick Walsh 148

2 Steve Simpson 131 2 Brian Cammack 112

3 John Indri 113 3 Jack Morton 107

4 Washington James 113 4 Mark Hewitt 103

5 Simon Mauger 104 5 Paula Swinscoe 92

BTRDA FWD Challenge

1 Tim Daltry 63 1 Emma Morrison 52

2 Matt Beebe 45 2 Paula Swinscoe 45

3 Craig Jose 27 3 Nigel Hewitt 31

Millington Rear Wheel Drive Challenge

1 John Indri 69 1 Brian Cammack 60

2 Simon Mauger 57 2 Josh Davison 39

3 Washington James 50 3 Mark Mason 36

AB Motorsport Peugeot 205 Challenge

1 Tim Daltry 75 1 Emma Morrison 60

2 Craig Jose 39 2 Nigel Hewett 39

Class Leaders

N4 Julian Barnett 48 N4 Daniel Holley/ 15
Giles Dyke

A6 David Earthy 30 A6 Maria Rayner 15

A7 Alex Laffey 75 A7 Jack Morton 75

A8 Steve Simpson 67 A8 Patrick Walsh 75

B9 Howard Moore 67 B9 Sasha Heriot 60

B10 Dale Clatworthy 37 B10 Marc Clatworthy 39

B11 Tim Daltry 62 B11 Emma Morrison 51

B12 John Indri 69 B12 Brian Cammack 60

B13 Neal Arden 52 B13 Mark Hewitt 54

B14 Damian Cole 75 B14 Paul Hollingham 15

Current championship
leading driver
Damian Cole

with Tim Sturla on the
Mewla Rally

Photo: John Kendrick
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MOBILES FOR MOTORSPORT

Visit get-connected.com

Get your Orange phone upgraded easily and safely with
our no-hassle, user friendly website.

Want to Upgrade?

.

UPGRADES FOR EVERYONE!

Get the best in 4G technology and enjoy the
fastest browsing speeds around.

Join us on the UK’s first mobile 4G network.
Watch TV, play live multiplayer games or

stream a film on the move.

REIS – Get Connected BTRDA® Rally Series

PAYNE’S BARRIER!...
Solid scoring on each of the first six rounds of
the REIS - Get Connected BTRDA Rally Series
has seen Charlie Payne’s Ford Focus WRC
sitting atop the Gold Star Championship points
table for a while now. Even a retirement on the
Woodpecker Stages has not altered the
situation, but what it has done is allowed the
chasing pack to close in.

Charlie not only finds himself embroiled in the
‘dropped scores’ scenario but, having started
all seven events so far, must now choose one
of the last two to miss. Coming from Yorkshire,
it’s not rocket science to guess that he’ll
probably opt to contest the Trackrod Stages
and, thereby, absent himself from the season-
closing Cambrian Rally in October.

Meanwhile, Connor McCloskey is currently the
driver to whom Charlie should be paying most
attention. A recent win on the Woodpecker
brought to an end a mid-season blip – OK, the
absence from the Dukeries for his marriage
was planned, but a retirement following an
inversion on the Nicky Grist wasn’t! The
Irishman is 2

nd
in the table from just five scores

and now has the luxury (if that is the correct
word!) of being able to contest both the
remaining rounds with a view to altering the
look of the leaderboard – or, at least, one
particular bit of it!

Regan (McCloskey) leads the race to succeed
Ben Innes as BTRDA Gold Star Champion Co-
driver, but his position is far from safe!....

Next in line are Stephen Petch/Ian Windress –
their Ford Focus WRC led for
four of the five stages on the
Woodpecker but, unfortunately
for them, their names were not
at the top on the one that really
mattered! However, they are
where they are from four scores
and, although there is no longer
any margin for error, can add
whatever they gain on either of
the last two. Getting the monkey
off their backs by actually
winning their first BTRDA round
is always the most difficult thing
to do (ask Roger Chilman!), but
they are so close that it can’t be
too far away.

For their part, Euan Thorburn/Paul Beaton
wasted no time in securing the first win of their
BTRDA campaign (Malcolm Wilson) and then
followed it up with two more (Plains & Nicky
Grist). However, while the Scotsmen are still in
with a chance of top honours, absences from
various other events have also left them under
pressure to perform as a foot wrong on either
the Trackrod or Cambrian will put them out of
contention.

Now then, we trust Jamie Anderson and Ella
Flynn won’t think we’re being rude by omitting
them from the above! Following the
Woodpecker, Jamie is 3

rd
overall driver and

Ella is one place to the good in the Co-drivers’
table, but they already have the requisite six
scores and also have an event to miss. On
paper, Ella is still in with a shout of winning her
category, but where they both finish up is now,
to a large extent, in the hands of others.

Jamie & Ella are the Production Cup leaders
but, in a situation that has become
synonymous with most elements of the BTRDA
Rally Series these days, that could change and
will probably go down to the wire. Luke
Francis/John Roberts are their nearest rivals
while, having retired from the last three events
on the trot, Scott Faulkner/Dom Adams will be
wondering just what they have to do to turn
things around!

Tom Naughton/Horace Savile’s challenge
came to an abrupt halt against a tree on the
first run through Radnor on the Woodpecker

Rob Dennis & Peter
James on Woodpecker
Photo: Simon Clarke
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REIS – Get Connected BTRDA
® Rally Series

Stages. Now out of the running for outright
Production Cup honours, they will be licking
their wounds in more ways than one – hope
you’re both OK!

Both now with six scores, Peter Smith and Rob
Dennis are a mere one point apart in the REIS
– Get Connected BTRDA Silver Star
Championship after the Woodpecker. Patrick
Walsh has somewhat more of a breathing
space over Andy Boswell in the Co-drivers but,
as ever, that could all change before close of
play.

Having missed the Wyedean and then retired
on the Malcolm Wilson, 2012 Silver Star
Champions Matthew Robinson/Nigel
Hutchinson were somewhat late in getting the
defence of their title underway. Three
maximums in the last four events have
changed all that and now put them within
striking distance of the leaders, but they must
not make any mistakes – now, where have we
heard that before?....

The Millers Oils BTRDA 1400 Championship is
in a fascinating state – Julian Wilkes leads with
four maximums and two seconds but, if Mat
Smith takes maximums on both the Trackrod &
Cambrian and, at the same time, Wilkes
doesn’t score, the title will go to the Yorkshire
Ka driver by one point!... Roger Priestnall is
currently sandwiched between the two, but
is unable to better that between now and
the end of the season.

Priestnall’s co-driver Jamie Forrest leads
the category from Will Rutherford-Child
(Wilkes) and Giles Dykes (Smith) – and
we mustn’t forget former Rally First

Champions Dave Bennett/Alistair McNeil who
could still move up into the podium places in
the next few weeks.

James West leads this year’s BTRDA Rally
First Championship from Mick Smith and Joe
Evett, while the top three co-drivers (Calvin
Houldsworth (Evett), Steven Eggington (West)
& Joe Sturdy (Nick Carr)) are arguing over a
single point – fascinating!

The MSA English Rally Championship has a
long summer break – in fact it lasts for almost
three months, from the Dukeries in early June
to the Woodpecker at the very end of August.
Notwithstanding, straight back into their stride,
Wilkes/Rutherford-Child took their fifth straight
maximum in the class-based series on the
Woodpecker to confine anyone else’s title
aspirations to the bin.

So, that’s the first of this year’s titles sorted, but
be prepared for a long wait for the others!

Full details of the 2013 REIS - Get Connected
BTRDA Rally Series, incorporating the Gold
Star, Silver Star, Millers Oils 1400 & BTRDA
Rally First Championships are available on the
Championship website : www.btrdarally.com
while the MSA English Rally Championship has
its own : www.englishrally.co.uk

ANDREW HAILL

James West/Steve Eggington (above)

Dave Bennett/Alistair McNeil (Left)

on the Woodpecker

Photo: Simon Clarke

REIS – Get Connected BTRDA® Rally Series

Overall Driver Points Overall Co-Driver Points

1 Julian Wilkes 176 1 Jamie Forrest 158

2 Roger Priestnall 158 2 Will Rutherford 148

3 Mat Smith 141 3 Giles Dykes 141

4 David Bennett 136 4 Alistair McNeil 136

5 Harry Gardner 104* 5 Teresa Butler 107

Overall Driver Points

1 Charlie Payne 163*

2 Connor McCloskey 147

3 Jamie Anderson 139

4 Stephen Petch 132

5 Euan Thorburn 118

Luke Francis 118

Overall Co-Driver Points

1 Francis Regan 147

2 Ella Flynn 141*

3 Ian Windress 133

4 John Roberts 121

5 Paul Beaton 118

Overall Driver Points

1 Peter Smith 158*

2 Robert Dennis 157

3 Cameron Davies 125

4 Robert Smith 122

5 Matthew Robinson 106

Overall Co-Driver Points

1 Patrick Walsh 163*

2 Andrew Boswell 134

3 Jonathan Boucard 131*

4 Michael Gilbey 130

5 Nigel Hutchinson 111

Connor McClonskey &
Gold Star leading Co-Driver
Francis Regan

1
st

Overall on the Woodpecker
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Gold Star leading Co-Driver
Francis Regan

1
st

Overall on the Woodpecker
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Driver Score Co-driver Score

Julian Wilkes 123 Will Rutherford 123

Roger Priestnall 107 Jamie Forrest 107

Peter Smith 103 Jonathan Boucard 104

James West 94 Patrick Walsh 103

Robert Smith 88 Steven Eggington 94

All results are shown following The Woodpecker Stages
* best 6 from the first 8 rounds started count

The BTRDA Rally First Challenge

Driver Score Co-driver Score

James West 184 Calvin Houldsworth 155*

Mick Smith 180 Steven Eggington 154

Joe Evett 155* Joe Sturdy 154

The MG ZR Rally Challenge

Driver Score Co-driver Score

Joe Evett 100 Calvin Houldsworth 100

James Weaver 95 Teresa Butler 96

David Fowler-
Bishop

81 Tudur Rees 81

The Historic Cup

Driver Score Co-driver Score

Peter Smith 114* Patrick Walsh 114*

Rex Ireland 88 Les Forsbrook 60

Theo Bengry 60 Seyyan John 52

Adrian Scadding 52

The BTRDA Production Cup

Driver Score Co-driver Score

Jamie Anderson 105* Ella Flynn 105*

Luke Francis 91 John Roberts 91

Scott Faulkner 67* Chris Williams 67*
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Here we go again, the start of the trials season
just as the other BTRDA sports are moving
towards wrapping up their championships. Of
course it is not really like that, we are in the
middle of our championship, just re-starting
after the summer break, but it never feels like
that, since we start trialling now and basically
carry on until the beginning of May, with a
break for Christmas in the middle.

As far as the championships are concerned the
MSA British is basically a two horse race
between former champions Ian Bell and
Thomas Bricknell, both driving Northern Irish
cars, Hamilton and Crossle. BTRDA
championship points lead to qualification for the
Gold and Silver Star Final in January, and this
year there is a new wrinkle here. The
Committee decided to require all qualifiers to
give up competing on one event and to
“officiate” instead. This is defined as either
acting as one of the named officials on the
event, or marshaling on an event. The purpose
is to try to encourage more communication and
cooperation between the competitors and
organisers, and also to create more organisers.
In recent years the “pool” of organisers has
been shrinking as the average age increases,
and some of our clubs have virtually
disappeared, at least as far as trialling is
concerned, because of this.

One example is the London Car Club, which
has been, in one incarnation or another,
organising two of our most historic trials, the
Gloucester and the Jacobean, for most of the

last century. In fact it was the Gloucester Trial
in 1938 that gave rise to the BTDA, which later
became the BTRDA. Due to retirements and
so on the London CC have announced that
they will no longer be organising the
Gloucester. There are moves afoot to change
this situation, but at this stage nothing is
certain, so watch this space. It would be a
tragedy if our longest running event (the last
one was the 88th Gloucester!) were to
disappear, together with all the beautiful
trophies engraved with the names of all our
heroes from the past. The Peterborough MC
have also announced they will be running only
one of their three trials, the September event at
Uppingham has been re-named the Charles
Pollard, but the Johnson at Eaton will not run
this year, so those two clubs alone have pulled
four of our championship events from the
calendar

This pattern of clubs reducing or completely
dropping out of trials organising has been
predictable for several years and we need to
find replacements sooner rather than later,
which is hopefully where the “officiating” rule
should help.  We also need to find new clubs
who are interested in promoting trials, but they
will require quite a bit of help to meet our
standards. Duncan Stephens is helping the
Stroud MC to run a new trial on the Gloucester
site in mid November, which is welcome news,
as Stroud are a trialling club in that they
promote both some excellent classic trials,
such as the Cotswold Clouds, as well as the

new format of Historic Sporting
Trials, using original Cannon
type cars with 18” crossply
tyres, so sporting trials is a
natural move for them, let’s
hope they have some success
in their venture.

Both the 750MC in the
Southeast, Launceston & NCCC
in the Southwest, and the
NPTCC in Cumbria have
successfully incorporated a Club
class within their championship
events, but none of the
Midlands clubs seem to have
done so. There are two
approaches to this, one is to run

Brian Thornton and Martin Grimwood
in the ex-Tom Stevenson Kincraft
Photo courtesy of Glenn Bennett
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exactly the same sections, but have separate
results and awards, the second, which has not
been tried to my knowledge, is to have
modified sections for the clubman. This might
be extended start zones, or a pole or two of a
different colour placed somewhere strategically
where the National B competitors have to take
the more difficult route. I have seen this
second approach work well in years gone by,
but not recently. The logic is to allow the
clubman to have an enjoyable day without
huge penalty scores, but the opposite view is
that the “level playing field” should apply at all
times, so the clubman can directly measure his
progress against the experts.

Whatever strategy is tried, we need some
action, and soon, if we are to keep our sport
healthy. The first three events since the break
attracted below 25 entries, which is not really
enough for clubs to break even at present entry
fees. One interesting argument is whether we
have too many events in the calendar, in other
words are we spreading ourselves too thinly?
It is true that we have a very large calendar,
compared to other BTRDA sports, and maybe
we should follow them in cutting down? The
other argument is that competitors get in the
habit of trialling almost every weekend, and
once you create gaps you give people the
incentive to explore elsewhere for their leisure
activities. It is without doubt true that the main
reason given for reducing commitment to trials
is alternative activities, rather than financial
restraints. In many ways it can be argued that
our main competitor is Sunday shopping.

All the above paints a rather gloomy picture,
but, given the massive investment in trials cars
in recent years, I am in no doubt that solutions
will be found, there is too much to lose from
being complacent. Whilst writing this I had a
call from the Midland Automobile Club, who
promote the Peter Blankstone Trial at Shelsley
Walsh. They want to combine the dates for
their Breakfast Club with their trial, apparently
they get up to 300 at the Club, most of who will
never have seen a modern sporting trial. This
is just the sort of innovative thinking that is
required to widen the appeal of our sport, we
have been too low profile for too long. It is 50
years since a sporting trial appeared on
mainstream national television, although Top

Gear did show a short slot about 25 years ago.
The amazing thing is that so many people
remember those broadcasts, particularly the
1962 trial with Raymond Baxter commentating.
I spoke to him many years later about it and he
told me he had been reprimanded for saying
“…the Bug has stopped” which could be
interpreted as swearing on TV. The Bug was
an Army special purpose vehicle which had
seemed invincible.

One promotional event during the hot part of
the summer was the Go Motorsport event at
Silverstone. Jess Fack organised this free
multi disciplinary event, which attracted a lot of
spectators and participants. It’s purpose was
to publicise the MSA’s Go Motorsport website
which is designed to act as a pathway into club
level competition. Obviously Silverstone would
get a majority of people interested in speed, but
we did have a trials display with cars and
literature available to peruse. We had hoped to
run some demonstrations, but the site was not
available in the end, and we had a very hot flat
tarmac car park. The Solo brigade attracted a
huge amount of interest, and some 400+
members of the public took rides in a car round
the test, which is quite remarkable. We had a
small amount of interest in trials, but any
publicity is good publicity, and we may well
have found a few people to attend our next
Trials Training Day on Saturday the 19

th
of

October at Long Compton.

The first three trials, at the time of writing were
successfully run, in varying weather conditions,
at both ends of the country. It was gratifying to
see competitors from the South, such as Tom
Bricknell and Roland Uglow from Cornwall, at
the Robin Jager and others from the North,
such as Simon Kingsley and Bryan Walker at
the double header in Cornwall the following
weekend. Travelling is a vital part of the
trialling scene, as conditions, and therefore
driving techniques, vary so dramatically from
region to region, and from site to site. The
complete driver needs to be able to handle
them all, besides which it is the variety that
keeps sporting trials so fascinating to compete
in.

Hoping to see you on the hills this autumn,

Julian Fack

BTRDA
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ST Short event reports

Robin Jager Trial, 8
th

September,  NPTCC,  Gale Hall, Cumbria, 24 entries

Using the vast and tricky Gale Hall site Simon Kingsley had set sections a little tighter than usual,
Tom Bricknell and Beth Caroll’s Crossle accumulated some useful championship points, whilst
leader Ian Bell and Russell Sharp’s Hamilton could only manage a 4

th
place. Club Class locals

Andrew Woodhead and Karen Briggs’ Jedi took an excellent second place just ahead of Josh
Veale and James Washer’s old type live axle Sherpa.

1
st

Tom Bricknell/Beth Carroll Crossle 11 1
st

Red

2
nd

Andrew Woodhead/Karen Briggs Jedi 14

3
rd

Josh Veale/James Washer Sherpa 18

9
th

Barry & Joanne Hogg Hamilton 41 1
st

Blue

There were no Green finishers.

Robin Alexander Trial, 14
th

September, Camel Vale MC,
Hay Farm, Wadebridge, 19 entries

The steps on this site seem to favour the independently sprung cars, and George and Victoria
Watson must have been delighted with their splendid third place and Blue Class win in their new
Hamilton on only it’s third event. Championship leader Ian Bell and Russell Sharp’s Hamilton took
the honours, closely followed by Thomas Bricknell and Wayne Daniel’s Crossle, newly fettled at the
factory in Northern Ireland.  Bryan and Jackie Walker, all the way from Cumbria took the Green
Class in their Jedi, which also hails from the North. Jon Moores debuted his new MSR but had a
torrid day with various mechanical maladies, quickly corrected overnight to allow a much better day
on the Sunday, see below.

1
st

Ian Bell/Russell Sharp Hamilton 10 1
st

Red

2
nd

Tom Bricknell/Wayne Daniel Crossle 14

3
rd

George & Victoria Watson Hamilton 16 1
st

Blue

4
th

Duncan Stephens/Beth Carroll Crossle 21

12
th

Bryan & Jackie Walker Jedi 39 1
st

Green

David Ayers Trial, 15
th

September,  Launceston & N Cornwall MC,
Marshgate, Camelford, 21 entries

The second day of the Cornish double
header, attracted a slightly increased
entry compared to Saturday’s
Alexander Trial. The day started dry,
but, as forecast it soon became wet.
Ian Bell and Russell Sharp’s Hamilton
continued the performance of the
previous day, but thi time they revelled
in the mixed conditions, moving from
slimy wet grass to drier zones with
ease to trickle up the higher reaches.
They dominated the day after the first
round where Tom Bricknell and Wayne
Daniel’s Crossle and Duncan
Stephens and Beth Caroll’s similar car
did best them. Jon Moores and JulianRobin Jager and Kate Ducksbury in the Kincraft

which Robin says he now has for sale.
Photo courtesy of Glenn Bennett
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Reep’s brand new MSR put the previous days traumas behind them to finish 5
th

and take the Blue
Class, just behind the Roger Bricknell’s ancient Facksimile, who can always be relied on to get a
result on grass due to Roger’s exceptional throttle control. In this instance Roger gave the
passenger ride to Adrian Turner, the highest bidder in a local cancer charity, so well done Adrian
for bidding and Roger for successful fundraising.

1 Ian Bell/Russell Sharp Hamilton 19 1
st

Red

2 Duncan Stephens/Beth Carroll Crossle 33

3 Tom Bricknell/Wayne Daniel Crossle 41

5
th

Jon Moores/Julian Reep MSR 53 1
st

Blue

10
th

John & Anne Cole MJH 73 1
st

Green

Provisional Sporting Trial Championship Table

Name Class Total
Robin
Jager

Robin
Alexander

David
Ayres Officiated

Ian Bell Red 340 27 30 30 25

Thomas Bricknell Red 307 30 29 28

George Watson Blue 220 28 23 25

Steve Courts Red 218 20 22 25

Roland Uglow Red 211 26 25 25 25

Joshua Veale Red 209 28 21 25

Andrew Wilks Blue 196 24 18

Simon Kingsley Red 195 26 24 25

Duncan Stephens Red 167 27 29 25

Roger Bricknell Red 162 27

John Cole Green 160 16 21 25

John Fack Red 149 25

Richard Robarts Blue 125

Barry Hogg Blue 120 22 25

Peter Fensom Red 119 25

Bryan Walker Green 117 19 14 25

Julian Fack Red 116 25

Boyd Webster Blue 115 18

Peter Mckinney Red 102

Dave Rance Red 87 25

Ian Wright Red 85 25

Mike Readings Blue 83 25

Richard Waterhouse Blue 82 20

Dave Hailes Green 79 13 11 25

Dave Oliver Blue 79 25

Martin Grimwood Blue 72

Robin Jager Red 71 25

Calvin Kneebone Red 70 22 19

Michael Salton Green 67 17

Jerome Fack Blue 65 25

David Zank Green 65 25

Paul Price Blue 63 25

Alan Ede Green 63 15 c

Mike Wevill Blue 63 18 16

BTRDA
® Sporting Trials Championship
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Provisional Sporting Trial Championship Table  Continued

Name Class Total
Robin
Jager

Robin
Alexander

David
Ayres Officiated

Ian Evitt Blue 61 14 25

Ian Veale Red 51 25

Richard Sharp Green 50 16 17 15

Paul Faulkner Blue 44 25

Nick Speed Blue 43 23

Pat Henson Blue 41 c

Jeffery Armitstead Blue 40

Kevin Judd Green 39

Andrew Bell Red 38

Richard Thomas Green 33

Ian Fulwood Green 33 25

Mike Baker Green 29 17

Jon Moores Blue 26 c 26

Philip Yarwood Red 25 25

David Martin Red 25 25

Brian Thornton Red 21 21

1 Ian Bell Hamilton 136

2 Tom Bricknell Crosslé 129

3 Roland Uglow Crosslé 82

4 Josh Veale Sherpa 80

5 Steve Courts Facksimile 62

6 Andy Wilks RCAP 56

7 Duncan Stephens Crosslé 52

8 Roger Bricknell Facksimile 51

9 John Fack MSR/X-Facktor 49

10 George Watson CAP 48

11 Julian Fack Crosslé 31

12 Richard Robarts RB7 30

Ian Wright Sherpa Indy 30

14 Peter McKinney Crosslé 28

15 Simon Kingsley Crosslé 26

16 Barry Hogg Hamilton 25

17 Peter Fensom Crosslé 23

18 Nick Speed Crosslé 21

19 John Cole MJH 20

20 David Rance Crosslé 17

21 Robin Jager Kincraft 14

22 Calvin Kneebone Kincraft 12

23 Jon Moores MSR 6 11

Pat Henson Facksimile 11

Ian Veale Sherpa 11

26 Alan Ede Kincraft 10

27 David Zank Sherpa 9

Kevin Judd Sherpa 9

Brian Thornton Kincraft 9

30 Boyd Webster Kincraft 8

Andrew Bell Hamilton 8

Paul Price CAP 5 8

Richard Waterhouse Sherpa 8

34 Ian Evitt Crosslé 7

35 Dave Oliver Facksimile 6

36 Mike Wevill Crosslé 5

37 Bryan Walker Jedi 4

Paul Faulkner Sherpa Indy 4

Jerome Fack SRB 4

40 Richard Sharp Cartwright 3

Mike Baker Crosslé 3

42 Mike Readings Sherpa Indy 1

MSA British Championship 2013 Provisional
Scores

following David Ayres Trial

by Janet Darbyshire, Championship Co-ordinator
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ALLROUNDERS:  With the exception of “invitation by qualification” events such as the Car Trials and Sporting Trials Finals all
events qualifying for all BTRDA Championships within the calendar year (1 January – 31 December) will be qualifying events for the
Allrounders Championship, together with any National A and National B Autocrosses, Rallycrosses, Sprints and Hill Climbs.

Note: Only AutoSOLO results from the Championship events count towards qualification (i.e. not Challenge results)

Autotest AutoSOLO Car Trials Rally - Asphalt Rally - Forest Sporting Trials

Oct 5

6 Ernest Owen John Southern

Burton on Trent NPTCC

Owen MC 01228 561308

12 Mike Sones

13 Oxford MC 01283 791368 Pete Fear Pinfold
Champ & Challenge Ross & D MSL

01989 780469

19 Cambrian

20 Cheviot Keith Llandudno Mercian Trial

Knox Rally Cov & Warks

Otterburn 01676 532337

26

27 Knutsford MC Grand Final Stone Trough
Champ & c/o Neil Mackay Y.S.C.C
Challenge Final 0115 9291728 01788 542694

Nov 2 Tempest 2 Rally

3 MSA English November Sporting

ONLY Sportingtrial.com

01732 359235

9

10 Roy Fedden

Bristol

01454 238333

16/17

23/24

30 Championship

Dec 1 Awards

Presentation

7 Championship

8 Awards

Presentation

14/15

21/22
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SPECIAL AWARDS 2012 WINNERS
The Stross Rally Trophy Tom Cave

Awarded annually to the BTRDA member achieving the best performance(s) or individual result(s) on any
International or National Special Stage Rally Championship/Event.  This trophy is awarded upon the
recommendation of the Rally Committee

The Jack Twyford Trophy Tom Cave

Awarded annually to the highest placed BTRDA member driving on the British round of the World Rally
Championship or otherwise any event in the British Rally Championship

The John Gott Memorial Trophy Gill Cotton

A Special Award to be presented at the discretion of the Rallies Committee

The Patricia Baldwin Trophy Hazel Stephens

A Special Ladies Award to be presented at the discretion of Council

The Automobile Club de Monaco Trophy Peter Smith

Awarded to the winning driver in the Gold Star Series Historic Cup

HONORARY MEMBERS FOR LIFE

DEREK SMITH: Joined the BTRDA in 1951, competing regularly, particularly in Autotests, and won the Flather
Star in1963.  After three years as Secretary of the Autotest Committee he became General Secretary of the
Association from 1967-1982 and was also Treasurer during the same period.  As Chairman of the Rallycross
Committee from 1976 to 1978, and a Group 1 RAC Timekeeper, he did much to improve the standards of
timekeeping at BTRDA Rallycross and Autocross events

PHIL and JANET DARBYSHIRE: Phil and Janet have been actively associated with the BTRDA since the
1960’s, and both served on the Autotest Committee and since the Mid. 70's on the Allrounders Committee.
Additionally they have helped to edit and publish BTRDA News since 1977.   It was the Directors and Council's
wish, endorsed by the Annual General Meeting that Phil and Janet Darbyshire be appointed as Honorary
Members for Life.

BRIAN and MARGARET STAPLETON:  Though almost exclusively with Sporting Trials Committee, Brian and
Margaret have also served the Association since 1974 with Brian acting as Committee Secretary and Margaret as
a co-ordinator for the Sporting Trials Dinner.   Both continue as competitors and event officials and it was the
Directors and Council's wish, endorsed by the Annual General Meeting that Brian and Margaret Stapleton be
appointed Honorary Members for Life

MIKE and HAZEL STEPHENS: Mike has been involved in BTRDA activities for over 40 years, primarily
concerned with the Production Car Trial committee and was its champion many times over, but also as secretary
to the Rallies committee during the period of greatest development of both road and special stage
championships. Chairmanship of the Association was taken up in 1982, and only relinquished in 1988 to the more
demanding role of General Secretary until 2004. Hazel has been in charge of the organisation of the AGM and
Awards Presentation day since 1988, and between them, their household has looked after the distribution and
posting of News and Clear Round since the early 1980’s. They continue to be involved with various activities of
the Association, including Rallycross, the Luncheon, book-keeping, News and Clear Round.

HOWARD WILCOCK:  Howard joined the BTRDA Rally Committee in 1979 and has been involved with the

BTRDA Rally Championships since 1987, firstly with the Clubmans Championship, and subsequently the Gold
Star Championship, as Championship Co-ordinator. Throughout this period, his wholehearted commitment has
been unstinting, his judgement and decisions taken about the format of the championship as a whole have been
crystal clear, resulting in the Gold Star Championship being the pinnacle of clubman motorsport. He continues to
be involved in the championship, and represents BTRDA on a number of MSA Committees

BRIAN MIDGLEY: Brian has been involved with BTRDA for over 40 years, principally associated with the
production car trial world where he was committee chairman, and fierce competitor, for many of those years,
whilst he was also responsible for the Association’s awards for almost a decade. A constant and authoritative
member of Council, he became a director of the Association upon its conversion to a Limited Company, and
subsequently elected as President in 1989. His tenure of that position has seen the Association make great
strides forward, both in its dealings with the MSA and in the motorsport world at large. His was the greatest
contribution in the re-organisation of the Association into Holding, and Operational, companies that exist today.

www.btrda.com



Gold Star
®

Champions 2012
Allrounders Duncan Stephens

Autotest Steven Ferguson

Car Trial John Moffatt

Forest Rally Shaun Gardener/Ben Innes

Rallycross Gary Cook

Sporting Trial Duncan Stephens

AutoSolo Championship Mike Biss

BTRDA
®

Challenge Winners

Asphalt Rally FWD Matt Beebe/Paula Swiscoe

Asphalt Rally RWD Richard Felgate/Mark Mason

AutoSolo Paul Dallyn

A focused Chris Chapman in full flight at the Loughborough Autotest

Photo: Nic Ayre
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